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Delayed Justice and the Sabarimala Judgment 

 
SURBHI KUMARI

1 
 

ABSTRACT 

Historical acknowledgements of delays within the justice system typically recognise the 

attitude of the defendant or the someone, and counsel that for an individual seeking justice, 

the time taken for resolution of their issue is crucial to the justice expertise.  

In essence, these acknowledgements area unit in line with more modern analysis that has 

shown that the time taken to alter a dispute could be a, and in several cases the, crucial 

consider decisive whether or not or not individuals take into account that the justice system 

is simply and honest. This text considers problems within the justice system that area unit 

associated with timeliness and therefore the link of the definition of delay and contends 

that the character of delay within the current justice setting is depending on several aspects 

and mechanisms used by the fashionable justice system. 

These components embody data technology (‘IT’) and electronic support, proactive 

intervention and management together with case management systems yet as various 

dispute resolution (‘ADR’) for the resolution of civil, 

The question of whether or not justice delayed is justice denied seems to rely upon whether 

or not delay is inappropriate, out of proportion or evitable. Quotient associate degreed 

appropriateness of your time taken to supply an outcome for disputants is claimed to make 

a part of the definition of timeliness, as per the definition higher than. The findings of the 

study unconcealed that there was widespread dissatisfaction among individuals with the 

performance of courts within the method of justice administration. 

Factors starting from inadequate courts’ facilities and personnel, poor remuneration and 

welfare packages, political interference, ineptitude of most judges and specifically corrupt 

practices by judges, were found to be among the chief causative factors of delayed justice 

by the Indian courts. 

Keywords: Delayed Justice, Criminal Justice Administration, Court, ADR. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
“Justice consists not in being neutral between right and wrong however find out the correct and 

upholding it, where found against the wrong”, moreover examined by President. The rationale 

 
1 Author is a student at Amity University, Patna, India. 
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of such a lot intoxication of injustice within the society isn't as a result of there opposing socials 

United Nations agency commit it however as a result of there's a scarceness of active socialists 

United Nations agency need to respond such injustice. Rights and privileges can simply still be 

the “show-pieces’’ within the society, if there's no access to that. So as to access it, individuals 

should remember of the essential procedures underneath the steerage of the state. Injustice can’t 

be eradicated however solely with effective access to justice and correct execution of legal-aid. 

Legal aid is that the provision of help to people that ar unable to afford representation and 

access to the court system. It's thought to be the core in providing access to justice by 

guaranteeing equality before the law, the correct to council and therefore the right to honest 

trial. It's a welfare provision by the state that ensures the social control of the provisions by 

providing individuals like social housing with access to legal recommendation and therefore 

the courts. Legal aid in Asian country is ruled by the Legal Services and Authorities Act, 1987. 

Variety of delivery models for legal aid have emerged together with duty lawyers, community 

legal clinics and therefore the payment of lawyers to handle cases for people United Nations. 

Definition 

Without Justice, life wouldn't be potential and albeit it were it might not be price living" 

......Giorgio Del Vecchio (Justice) 

Notion as theory of law may be outlined as a study supported presupposes or ideal that a men 

look for its realization through law, referred to as “Theory of Justice”. The word justice has 

been derived from the particular idea of justness that acts because the early issue for any state 

to supply for its public. 

The idea of justice was vitiated with varied welfare, ethical and psychological factors. 

Harmonious police work of those 3 options acts as a social tool, that makes justice accessible 

to any or all. 

In Preamble it sets out as- to secure to any or all its citizens- Justice- Social, economic and 

political and Article 39 A states that the state to secure equal justice and free legal aid for the 

voters. Our current stress on justice itself could be a reminder of the very fact that justice isn't 

offered to us. 

II. BASE OF JUSTICE SYSTEM IN INDIA 
Courts and attendant prosecution and defence advocates; and Agencies of detaining and 

direction offenders, like prisoners and prohibition agencies2. 

 
2 Strayer University, U.S. Criminal Law Justice System, Intro to American Justice System (20 Jan 
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These distinct fields operate along because the principle suggests that of maintaining the 

principles of law within the society, in order that folks have religion within the criminal justice 

system. The fundamental principle on that the criminal justice system works is predicated on 

assurance of truthful trial. The most objective of criminal trial is to supply the aggrieved with 

absolute justice, in order that people of the society don't question the law and order of their 

country. 

Democracy and Indian judiciary 

In a democratic country like Asian nation, judiciary plays an important role in establishing a 

state of justice. Thus being the watchdog, they're not allowed to shift their burden to others for 

his or her failure to ascertain AN actual State of Justice. 

It's judiciary on that voluminous folks have affected their religion of obtaining justice. 

It's the potential of transmission justice to the aggrieved. 

It's that a part of our constitution that acts as its Messiah. 

It's that structure of our society, that cemented its place next to the God and if not properly 

distributed can shatter down the whole trinity of democratic instrumentalists with checks 

balances, parliamentary structure and therefore the judicial sides of our constitution. 

Generally, aggrieved with numerous pain anguish and hope in their heart approaches the court 

of law for his or her grievances to be processed however at the top of the day the procedural 

lacuna left them with clean hands. They're denied of their most significant right of Justice. In 

India, Justice is on the far side the reach of most and therefore the right of access thereto isn't 

communicated to the voters properly. In many circumstances it absolutely was found that the 

litigator UN agency has had access to the court didn't acquire fast relief and for a few ne'er 

have the chance even to knock the doors of the court because of mental object and poorness. 

If we wish justice to be accessible to any or all, then it should be mitigated from the doctrine 

pattern, wherever justice like alternative trade goods may be purchased. 

III. PRESENT SCENARIO OF JUSTICE SYSTEM  

Ravi Prasad, in a very written statement claims that there square measure forty three 100000 

unfinished cases in twenty five High courts. Out of that eighteen.75 100000 square measure 

civil matters and twelve.15 100000 square measure criminal matters. Eight 100000 cases 

square measure over a decade previous, 26.76 100000 cases but five years previous, 8.44 cases 

 
2020), https://www.correctionaloffice.org/. 
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square measure unfinished over five years however but ten years, 8.35100000 cases square 

measure unfinished from over ten years. There square measure one,58,669 100000 cases 

unfinished within the Supreme Court of Asian country. Therefore, a complete of three.5 large 

integer cases square measure unfinished within the Indian courts.Main reasons for the rise 

within the range of cases: 

• Public awareness regarding the legal provisions, through media, social networking etc.; 

• PIL 

• RTI 

• Crime against women 

IV. REASON FOR DELAY 
The first and also the biggest downside is of the delay in disposition of cases. Thanks to 

Brobdingnagian pendency, the cases take years for its final disposal, which might ordinarily 

take few months time. The arrears cause delay and delay means that negating the accessibility 

of justice in true terms to the someone. The terribly core of a civil society and rule of law is 

that the provision of justice, however the choice should be delivered at intervals an inexpensive 

time. It's completely unfair if a suspected criminal waits for trial for years and is ultimately 

found innocent. Similarly, the victim of the crime are conjointly not happy if there's no penalty 

to the criminal for therefore long. 

Solely, speedy justice may guarantee effective maintenance of Law and order. 

Primordial reasons of delay within the criminal justice system per statute 

The legal code in Asian nation is predicated on the principle that even through wrong 

acquittal3ought to be avoided however there shouldn't be wrongful conviction of Hence, the 

defendant is given multiple opportunities to defend themselves. 

In some cases police fails to register Associate in Nursing FIR4and collect proof from the crime 

scene this additionally delays the trial method. The statutes like Code of Criminal procedure, 

constitution of Asian nation, Supreme Court rules, etc. have variety of remedies, to defend the 

defendant and forestall the infringement of basic right that is Art.21 (right to liberty) expressed 

within the constitution of Asian nation5. As, the litigator will file a review petition within the 

 
3 Code of Criminal Procedure, Universal’s, Sec.248-255, 1973, (34 of 2019). 
4 Lalita Kumari v. Govt.of U.P.,(2013), SCC 1515 
5 Pankaj Kumar v. State of Maharshtra, (2008) 16 SCC 117,(para 22 and 23). 
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court if he's not glad with the order passed, if that gets fired he will amendment the jurisdiction 

of the court, by moving the jurisdiction of a better court. 

If the review petition6 gets will cancelled within the court then the litigator can move to the 

jurisdiction of the Supreme court by sweat the facility of Art. thirty two by filing a SLP (special 

leave petition) below Art.1367albeit the SLP gets fired that happens nearly in eightieth of the 

cases, then additionally the litigator will file a review petition within the SC. 

Lastly, if the review petition gets rejected, then the litigator will file a curative petition8below 

the Supreme Court rules Act, 2013 of these provisions area unit mentioned within the statute 

to administer a good likelihood to the defendant person, in order that he might defend himself. 

In sure cases, like once a death sentence is awarded to Associate in Nursing defendant person. 

Then that defendant person will even exercise the facility of Art.72 (power of president to grant 

pardons) and Art. 161 (power of a governor of a state of union territory to grant pardons or to 

suspend, remit, or commute sentence in sure cases) of the constitution of India9 

Hence, all the same processes area unit time intense and want variety of hearings and every 

one the desired proof to pass Associate in Nursing order.  

Other vital reasons for delay in criminal justice system 

India encompasses a low judge: people quantitative relation, as there area unit twenty judges 

per ten large integer individuals and range of cases unfinished area unit three.5 crore. One in 

every of the clear reasons that we have a tendency to don't seem to be ready to contain the ever-

growing pendency of cases is thanks to the at this time 399 posts, or thirty seventh of sanctioned 

choose strength, are vacant. “The existing vacancies got to be crammed in real time.  

However, despite best efforts place in by all the stakeholders, it's not been potential to appoint 

judges to bring the operating judge-strength anyplace on the brink of the sanctioned judge- 

strength,” Wrote by ex-CJI of Asian nation Shri Ranjan Gogoi10 

Young budding lawyers don’t find to judiciary as a career as a result of judges area unit paid 

low and young lawyers realize judicial proceeding as a additional fulfilling. The disposal rate 

of cases has stayed between fifty fifth to fifty nine within the Supreme Court of Asian nation, 

 
6 B.I.S.N.Co. v. Jasjit Singh, (1965) (1) SCC 425 (428). 
7 Municipal Board, Pratapgarh v. Mahendra Singh Chawla, (1982) (3) SCC 331. 
8 Rupa Ashok Hurra v. Ashok Hurra, (2002) (4) SCC 388, 2002 SC 1771. 
9 Municipal Board, Pratapgarh v. Mahendra Singh Chawla, (1982) (3) SCC 331. 
10 Gautam Bhatia, The Wire, CJI’s Opinion on Judiciary (Mar 16 2019) https://thewire.in/law/chief-justice-

ranjan-gogoi-legacy/. 
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twenty eighth at The High Courts, and four-hundredth within There don't seem to be sufficient 

numbers of courts. 

Indian judiciary has inadequate resources each centre and state, budget allocation for judiciary 

is simply zero.1%-0.2%. There is an excessive amount of judicial proceeding from the govt 

aspect, most of the time the govt aspect fails to prove their purpose. Due to all the same factors 

there's delay within the criminal justice system in Asian nation. 

V. SUGGESTIONS FOR ASSOCIATE JUSTICE SYSTEM IN INDIA 

There is no purpose in associate degree ideologic speak in absence of reality. All that we want 

could be a sensible approach and realistic moves to confirm that at l;east to an inexpensive 

degree the delays in rendering justice comes down. Unconditionally explicit , some solutions 

which might best speed up the method could also be._ 

• The vacancies of judges ought to be crammed. 

• More sure-handed judges ought to be recruited for the district courts. 

• Judges of the court ought to get less vacations to keep up the potency of the justice 

system. 

• Young lawyers ought to additionally think about judiciary as a career. 

• Budget allocation for the judiciary ought to be increased. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
Social justice are potential as long as the complete thought of egalitarian politico-social order 

is followed, wherever nobody is exploited, wherever each one is liberated and wherever each 

one is 

The saying ‘Justice Delayed is Justice Denied’ is evidenced because it is denied to the poorest 

of the poor. Providing basic requirements to them can quantity to Justice as a result of the 

definition of justice varies from people to people on the idea of its economic conditions. 

Consistent with B.P.Singh J matters nowadays is thus grim that if a poor is ready to achieve to 

the stage of a supreme court, it ought to be thought-about At this juncture the author is of the 

opinion that judiciary clearly owes associate obligation to deliver fast and cheap justice 

regardless of the sophisticated procedures however it can't be Cases ought to be set for 

impartation justice not for the sake of its disposal. 
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Secondly, Arbitration procedure should be used as a stronger possibility for fast disposal of 

cases. Finally, to conclude with the words of Lord Hewet because it is of basic importance that 

justice shouldn't solely be done, however ought to evidently and beyond question be. 

Hence, justice delayed is justice denied; but equally, justice hurried is justice buried. 

VII. SABARIMALA TEMPLE CASE 
Background and beginning 

The Sabarimala Temple is thought to be one in all the foremost celebrated Hindu temples in 

India. It's placed within the Pathanamthitta district of Kerala, at the mountain ranges of Western 

Ghats associated is at an altitude of 914 meters higher than the ocean level and is accessible to 

the devotees solely by foot from Pamba that is four kilometres away. 

The management of the temple is more undertaken by the Travancore Devaswom Board. As 

per the temple history, the Sastha temple at Sabarimala is one in all the 5 Sastha that was 

supported by Lord Parashurama. The temple was largely unapproachable for regarding three 

centuries even when it had been engineered. It had been within the twelfth Century that 

Manikandan, the patrician of Pandalam family rediscovered its original path. The shrine that is 

at Sabarimala is devoted to the traditional god Ayyappa, WHO is additionally referred to as 

Sasta and Dharmasastra. Folks of all caste and creed area unit allowed within the temple apart 

from ladies from the age of ten to fifty years. Lord Ayyappa is popularly celebrated as 

“Naishtika Brahmachari” which suggests a celibate always and thus, relating to this, there was 

a notification issued by the Devaswom Board that prohibited the entry of ladies of unwell age. 

Women in our society have perpetually struggled for equal standing and illustration publicly 

areas. But, things is dynamical currently and varied reforms have return through the judgements 

of the Courts. Like in Shah Bano case, the Supreme Court has protected the rights of Muslim 

girls from the observe of triple talaq. Within the case of Dr Noorjehan Safia Niaz vs.State Of 

geographic area & Ors., the Supreme Court has allowed entry of ladies within hadji Ali 

Dargah. 

Mankind, since past, has been sorting out rationalization or justification to substantiate a degree 

of read that hurts humanity. Traditionally, girls are treated with difference which is why, 

several have fought for his or her rights. Any relationship with the Creator could be a 

transcendental one crossing all socially created artificial barriers and not a negotiated 

relationship sure by terms and conditions. Such a relationship and expression of devotion can't 

https://www.ijlmh.com/
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be circumscribed by dogmatic notions of biological or physiological factors arising out of rigid 

socio-cultural attitudes that don't meet the constitutionally prescribed tests. 

patriarchate in faith can't be allowable to trump over the part of pure devotion borne out {of 

faith|of faith} and therefore the freedom to observe and profess one's religion. The subversion 

and repression of ladies underneath the garb of biological or physiological factors can't be given 

the seal of legitimacy. Any rule supported discrimination or segregation of ladies touching on 

biological characteristics isn't solely idle, indefensible and implausible however can even ne'er 

pass the muster of constitutionality. Women are exploited since existence of the human kind, 

they were treated as personal estate. 

They perpetually treated as below men thus discrimination was made up of the terribly starting. 

Currently days we tend to cannot discriminate girls on the premise of gender or weakness as a 

result of they created varied improvement in varied field like law, economic, except for these 

there ar varied laws that interdict the discrimination and individual yet as state are forbid to 

form discrimination on the premise of gender or caste or on any ground underneath the 

constitution of Asian nation and varied alternative laws.  

It's clear that state yet as individual will not build discrimination however there'll be 

punctuation if question is concerning whether or not God can build discrimination between 

individual on the premise of gender. 

History of Sabrimala Temple 

Sabarimala Temple is one in all the foremost revered and hottest shrines of Kerala. 

Set at village of Sabarimala, Sri Ayyappa Temple falls within the jap a part of Kerala fringed 

by province. One will simply reach Sabarimala Temple by taking regular buses or by hiring 

taxis from the key cities and cities of Kerala. The closest airports ar set at Thiruvanathapuram 

and Kochi at a distance of a hundred and fifteen kms and 106 kms from Sabarimala. The closest 

railway stations to Sabarimala ar found at Kottayam and Chengannur. The temple lies on a hill 

Pampi is that the last destination, wherever transport is reached at the moment one has got to 

travel a distance of five kms. The village of Sabarimala got its name from 'Shabari', a fan United 

Nations agency did rigorous penance with the intention of meeting Lord avatar. Sabarimala 

Temple is devoted to Lord Ayyappa, United Nations agency is thought to be the unification of 

Lord Shiva and Lord Vishnu. As per the native lore, Lord Parasurama placed the divinity at the 

bottom of Sabari Hills. Even the good Hindu epic of 'the Ramayana' confirms this reality. 

Shaivism and Vaishnavism close within the kind of Lord Ayyappa. Additionally famed as 

Dharma Shasta, Lord Ayyappa is additionally thought to be Lord Buddha, although there's no 
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information to verify this reality. The dome of Sabarimala Temple is roofed with gold. Within 

the neck of the woods of the temple, there's shrine dedicated to Vavar (Muslim by religion), 

United Nations agency was an infatuated lover of Lord Ayyappa.Suggesting the spiritual 

tolerance, the tour to Sabarimala is alleged to be incomplete while not the worship of Lord 

Vavar. From Sabarimala Temple, individuals may see Makara Vilakku, that may be a holy 

light-weight on the obtainable hill. This light-weight is thought to be a symptom of the divine 

presence. Sabarimala Sree Dharma Sastha Temple, dedicated to Lord Ayyappa, is that the most 

famed and outstanding among all the Sastha temples in Kerala. The temple is settled on a brow 

(about 3000 feet higher than ocean level) named Sabarimala in Pathanamthitta district, that is 

exclusive. The temple is hospitable individuals happiness to any or all religions. There's an 

area close to the temple; east of Sannidhanam (the abode of Lord Ayyappa), dedicated to Vavar 

(a shut friend of Lord Ayyappa) that is named Vavaru nothing, Another distinctive side of this 

temple is that it's not open throughout the year. It's open for worship solely throughout the 

times of Mandalapooja, Makaravilakku and Vishu. It's aforesaid that the pilgrims have to be 

compelled to observe celibacy for forty one days before about to Sabarimala. Pilgrims take the 

standard forest routes also because the one from Pamba that is a smaller amount physically 

difficult to succeed in the temple. 

Why Women(10-50 year) ar Prohibited to enter11:- 

It's nothing like associated with period amount or being unclean story of ladies that they're 

stopped from being coming into within the temple.For the solution, we'd like to travel back in 

line with the puranas, Ayappa was born to destroy a feminine demon who, due to a boon, might 

solely be vanquished by a toddler born of each Shiva and Vishnu. Once Ayappa fulfils his 

destiny by killing her, a good looking lady emerges from the body. She had been cursed to 

measure as a demon, however her killing reversed the curse. Now, she gave marriage proposal 

to Ayappa. He refuses, explaining to her that his mission is to travel to Sabarimala wherever 

he would answer the prayers of his devotees. However, he assures her, he can marry her once 

kanni-swamis stop coming back to Sabarimala. She currently sits and waits for him at a 

neighbour shrine close to the most temple and is idolised as Malika purathamma. With many 

thousands of latest devotees gushing in per annum, hers are going to be an extended wait. which 

is why girls don't head to Sabarimala. It's part out of fellow feeling for Malika purathamma and 

her eternal wait and itâ€™s additionally out of respect for Ayappa's commitment to answer the 

prayers of his devotees. For many years, devotees had bought into this story. It's nothing to try 

 
11 Regarding women entry in the Sabrimala temple, available at: https://www.firstpost.com/India/why-women-

are-barred-from-sabarimala-its-not-because-they-are-unclean-2583694.html (Visited on 03rdNov 2018) 
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to to with period or being unclean. Anyone who goes to Sabarimala is aware of that. Before 

visiting Sabarimala each fan needs to take upvratham (penance) for forty one days and will 

stand back from alcohol, smoking, non-vegetarian food and every one othertamasicthings also 

as sex, cutting hair, shaving and even trimming the nails and can sit up on bed. 

Case outline 

A group of 5 ladies lawyers has challenged Rule 3(b) of the Kerala Hindu Places of Public 

Worship (Authorization of Entry) Rules, 1965, that authorizes restriction on ladies â€œof 

unwell age. They stirred the apex court when the Kerala HC upheld the centuries-old 

restriction, and dominated that solely the tantri (priest) was sceptred to make your mind up on 

traditions. Senior Advocate Indira Jaising, UN agency portrayed the petitioners, 

aforementioned the restrictions went against Articles fourteen, fifteen and seventeen of the 

Constitution. She argued that the custom is discriminatory in nature and stigmatised ladies, 

which ladies ought to be allowed to hope at the place of their alternative.12 

Mahendran files plea in Kerala HC seeking ban on women entry to temple. 

Apr 5, 1991- Kerala HC upholds age previous restriction on ladies of a precise people coming 

into the temple. 

2006- A petition difficult the ban was fi semiconductor diode within the Supreme Court by 

Indian Young Lawyers Association on the grounds that the rule violates the liberty to follow 

and propagate faith, listed in Article twenty five of the Indian Constitution. 

Nov 2007- LDF government files legal instrument supporting PIL questioning ban on women 

entry. 

Jan 11, 2016- Two-judge bench of SC queries apply prohibition entry of girls at the temple. 

Feb 6- UDF government takes reversion, tells SC it's duty sure to protect the correct to apply 

the faith of those devotees, 

April 21 Hind Navotthana Pratishtan and Narayanashrama Tapovanam files plea in SC 

supporting entry of girls. 

Nov 7- SC Rejects Plea for freelance Probe into Arrests Gregorian calendar month 2007 LDF 

government files legal instrument supporting PIL questioning ban on women entry LDF 

government files contemporary legal instrument in SC spoken communication it favoured the 

entry of girls of all age teams. 

 
12 Case summary, available at: https://Indianexpress.com/article/what-is/what-is-the-sabarimala-case-5376596. 
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Nov 7, 2016- LDF government tells the highest court that it favours entry of girls of all ages. 

October 13, 2017- Case is observed a SC Constitution bench. 

Oct 27- Plea filed in SC for gender equal bench to listen to the case. 

July 17, 2018- Five-judge constitution bench starts hearing the matter. 

January 2018- Temple authorities build it obligatory for feminine devotees to furnish their age 

proof whereas visiting. The choice came when variety of girls from the illegal people were 

detained whereas coming into Sabarimala. 

July 24- SC created it clear that the ban on entry of girls would be tested on constitutional 

July 26- The Pandalam royal line challenged the petition seeking entry of girls into the temple, 

terming it mischievous on grounds of being against practices of the Hindu religion. The 

professional person showing on their behalf had told the court that the temple supernatural 

being, Lord Ayyappa, is endless celibate and thus ladies of unwell ages shouldn't be. 

August 1, 2018- The five-judge Constitution bench reserved its judgment on the petitions 

difficult the ban when hearing the case for eight days.  

September 28, 2018- SC permits ladies of all age teams to enter temple. Rules custom of 

riddance ladies is offending of Art twenty five (Clause 1) and Rule 3(b) of Kerala Hindu Places 

of Worship. 

Issues Involved: 

• Whether or not the exclusionary apply that is predicated upon a biological issue 

exclusive to the feminine gender amounts to discrimination and thereby violates the terribly 

core of Articles 14,15 and17 are not protected by morality as employed in Articles twenty five 

and twenty six of the Constitution? 

• Whether or not the apply of excluding such girls constitutes a necessary spiritual apply 

beneath Article twenty five and whether or not a spiritual establishment will assert a claimin 

this regard beneath the umbrella of right to manage its own affairs within the matters of 

religion? 

• Whetherr or not Ayyappa Temple features a denominational character and, if so, is it 

permissible on the a part of a 'religious denomination' managed by a statutory board and 

supported beneath Article 290-A of the Constitution of Bharat out of the Consolidated Fund of 

Kerala and province to like such practices violating constitutional principles/ morality 

embedded in Articles 14, 
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• Whether or not Rule three of the Kerala Hindu Places of Public Worship (Authorization 

of Entry) Rules permits 'religious denomination' to ban entry of girls between the age of And 

if therefore, wouldn't it not play foul of Articles fourteen and 15(3) of the Constitution by 

proscribing entry of girls on the bottom of sex? 

• Whether or not Rule 3(b) of the Kerala Hindu Places of Public Worship (Authorization 

of Entry) Rules, 1965 is ultra virus the Kerala Hindu Places of Public Worship (Authorization 

of Entry)Act, 1965 and , if treated to be intra virus, whether or not it'll be offending of the 

provisions of half III of the Constitution? 

A five-judge Constitutional bench has dominated in favor of permitting girls of all ages to enter 

Kerala's most noted temple. A five-judge Constitution bench, headed by magistrate of Bharat 

Dipak Misra, same that the supply within the Kerala Hindu Places of Public Worship 

(Authorisation of Entry) Rules, 1965, that authorised the restriction, violatedthe right of Hindu 

girls to apply faith. It conjointly same that structure in faith can not be allowed to trump the 

correct to wish. The bench, that conjointly comprised Justices R F Nariman, A M Khanwilkar, 

D Y Chandrachud and Indu Malhotra, had reserved its finding within the case on August two 

this year. 

Justice Malhotra, United Nations agency enclosed a dissentient finding, same the petition 

doesn't need to be pleased. 

Four judges on the bench dominated in favour of lifting the ban on girls getting into Sabarimala 

temple. CJI Dipak Misra and Justices Khanwilkar, Nariman and Chandrachud found the apply 

discriminatory in nature which it violates Hindu women's right to wish. 

Here square measure prime quotes from the bulk judgment: CJI same devotion can not be 

subjected to discrimination. Structure in faith can not be allowed to trump right to wish and 

apply faith, he said. Justice Khanwilkar concurred with the CJI's finding. Justice Nariman: To 

exclude girls of the people 10-50 from the temple is to deny dignity to girls. To treat girls as 

kids of lesser god is to blink at the Constitution Justice Chandrachud: faith can not be used as 

cowl to deny rights of worship to girls and it's conjointly against human dignity. Prohibition 

on girls is thanks to non-religious reasons and it's a grim shadow of discrimination occurring 

for hundreds of years. All judgesruled that devotees of Lord Ayyappa don't represent a separate 

spiritual denomination. Justice Indu Malhotra, United Nations agency wrote the dissentient 

judgment within the Sabarimala case, same that the notions of rationality can not be brought 

into matters of faith. She additional that the shrine and supernatural being square measure 

protected beneath Article twenty five of the Constitution which it absolutely was not up to the 
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court to make your mind up that spiritual practices ought to be stricken down, except in 

problems with social evil like 'Sati'.  

Justice Malhotra, the only woman on the bench, was of the view that the petition does not 

deserve to be entertained13 

VIII. CONCLUSION 
In last it should be complete that Sabrimala Judgment brings nice changes in relevancy entry 

of ladies within the Sabrimala temple. Aspect by aspect it created disceptation between the 

individual because the monks of the temple don't seem to be favor within the judgment rather 

they against the judgment and create protest against the judgment, from the date of the 

judgment the priest of the temple complaintive against the judgment along by sitting before of 

the temple. 

In my opinion Supreme Court has no authority to interfere within the internal matter of any 

explicit faith. As a result of below Article twenty five freedom of faith is there during which 

one will observe, propagate, follow any faith of his selection, since Republic of India may be 

a lay democratic country it's no faith of its own and it cannot interfere in any internal matter of 

the faith. It's true that there's violation of Article fourteen, 15, seventeen of the constitution 

within the sabrimala temple since it veto the entry of lady of ages of ten to 55yrs on the idea of 

gender, however these violations ar the interior matter of the faith and what's the explanation 

for such discrimination could also be immaterial as a result of this not below the range of the 

constitution as a result of it's freedom below Article twenty five of the constitution. For 

example in Muslim Law male are allowed to marry up to four wives if he will create justice 

among his wives however such rights isn't there to the girl, here additionally Supreme Court 

has no authority to interfere and to change any rule or any non secular followings. 

Faith is that the totally different issue that is predicated on the religion and worship thus there 

can't be question of violation as a result of non secular law is reasonably divine in nature and 

additionally religious ceremony, but someday some folks shows the manmade law as non 

secular law that's totally different issue. Allow them to liberated to observe and propagate their 

own faith and freedom worship 

Case Description and Status 

The Apex Court has declared that the practice of restricting women of a specific age group in 

their ‘menstruating years’ from entering Sabarimala Temple is unconstitutional.  

 
13  Young Indian Lawyers Association V. State of Kerala sc18956 / 2006 (decided on 28thSept 2018) 
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Current Status of case: There are review petitions filed challenging the judgement pending. 

***** 
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